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Coupled Dynamic Analysis and Equivalent Static Wind
Loads on Buildings with Three-Dimensional Modes

Xinzhong Chen1 and Ahsan Kareem2

Abstract: Buildings with either complex geometric shapes or structural systems with noncoincident centers of mass and res
both, may undergo three-dimensional~3D! coupled motions when exposed to spatiotemporally varying dynamic wind loads. To c
the dynamic load effects, this paper presents a framework for the analysis of 3D coupled dynamic response of buildings and m
the equivalent static wind loads~ESWLs!. This framework takes into account the correlation among wind loads in principle directio
the intermodal coupling of modal response components. The wind loading input for this scheme may be derived either from mu
synchronous scanning of pressures on building models or through high-frequency force balance~HFFB! measurements. The ESWL fo
given peak response is expressed as a linear combination of the background and resonant loads, which respectively reflect th
wind load characteristics and inertial loads in fundamental modes of vibration. The nuances of utilizing HFFB measurements fo
with 3D coupled mode shapes are elucidated with a focus on the evaluation of the generalized forces including mode shape
the background and resonant responses, and the associated ESWLs. Utilizing a representative tall building with 3D mode
closely spaced frequencies, the framework for the analysis of coupled dynamic load effects and modeling of 3D ESWLs is dem
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Introduction

Wind loads on buildings are manifested by the action of th
dimensional ~3D! spatiotemporally varying random press
fields on the building surface as the wind field interacts with
building. For wind speeds not in the proximity of the lock
region for vortex-induced loads in the acrosswind direction
for loading scenarios that do not result in significant build
motions, the aeroelastic effect can be neglected; therefore,
loads can be regarded as an independent of building motion~e.g.,
ASCE 1999; Zhou and Kareem 2003!. Accordingly, wind load
on buildings can be characterized through simultaneously
sured pressures on the building model surfaces or by mea
base forces on the model mounted on a high-frequency
balance~HFFB!.

For buildings with one-dimensional~1D! mode shape in eac
primary direction, building response in each respective dire
can be studied separately without the consideration of cross
lation of wind loads acting in different directions. Howev
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buildings with complex geometric shapes or with structural
tems having noncoincident centers of mass and resistan
both, may result in 3D coupled mode shapes and exper
coupled responses when exposed to wind loads. Furthermor
quencies in the fundamental modes of vibration in three prim
directions may be closely spaced. These situations warrant
coupled response analysis framework for response predi
that take into account the crosscorrelation of wind loads acti
different directions and the intermodal coupling of modal
sponses~e.g., Kareem 1985; Tallin and Ellingwood 1985; S
mada et al. 1990; Flay et al. 1999!.

The HFFB technique has widely been recognized for co
niently quantifying generalized forces on buildings with
coupled mode shapes through measured base forces on stat
scaled building models~e.g., Kareem and Cermak 1979; Tsch
and Davenport 1983; Reinhold and Kareem 1986; Boggs an
terka 1989!. The generalized forces are then utilized for estim
ing dynamic response of buildings with given structural cha
teristics. The application of this technique to buildings with
coupled mode shapes has been discussed in Irwin and Xie~1993!,
Yip and Flay~1995!, and Holmes et al.~2003! for the estimation
of resonant response.

Current design practice often requires dynamic wind load
buildings to be modeled as equivalent static wind loads~ESWLs!.
Accordingly, a relatively simple static structural analysis pro
dure can be adopted for a more detailed structural analysi
design. The ESWL description is not only utilized for mode
wind loads in building codes and standards, but also serves
useful tool of better describing wind tunnel data derived for
sign applications. The gust response factor~GRF! approach, in
troduced by Davenport~1967! for alongwind excited building
has been used worldwide in building codes and standards.

,

larly, GRFs can be defined for acrosswind and torsional response

NAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JULY 2005 / 1071
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components with respect to a representative mean response
as the alongwind mean response, while that leads to less ph
meaning as compared to the GRF for the alongwind resp
~Piccardo and Solari 2000; Kareem and Zhou 2003!. The GRF for
a given response is defined as the ratio of its peak dynamic
to its mean~static! value. The GRF approach results in an ES
that has a distribution similar to the mean wind load. As the a
ESWLs for different peak response components generally
different spatial distributions, the GRF depends on the resp
considered and may vary over a wide range for different resp
components~e.g., Holmes 1994; Chen and Kareem 2001, 2
Zhou and Kareem 2001; Repetto and Solari 2004!.

In order to cast a more convenient and physically meanin
ESWL description, dynamic wind loading is separated into b
ground~quasi-static! and resonant components based on their
quency content~e.g., Davenport 1995!. Based on this format,
number of studies have presented ESWLs on buildings with
coupled responses. First, for the background ESWL~BESWL!,
Kasperski~1992! proposed a load-response-correlation~LRC! ap-
proach that results in a most probable load distribution whil
spatial distribution varies for the response under considera
An ESWL distribution identical for all response components,
pressed in terms of a polynomial expansion, was suggest
Repetto and Solari~2004!. Chen and Kareem~2004! proposed
gust loading envelope~GLE! approach, which provides a BESW
distribution similar to the GLE. For cases in which the distri
tions of the dynamic wind loads are unknown, but the integr
base forces are available using the HFFB technique, the BE
can be approximately modeled by distributing the base ben
moment over the building height. This is achieved by a distr
tion similar to the mean wind load~Boggs and Peterka 198
Zhou and Kareem 2001! or similar to the modal inertial load~e.g.,
Xie et al. 1999!. On the other hand, the resonant ESWL~RESWL!
can be described in terms of modal inertial load in a straigh
ward and physically meaningful manner~e.g., Davenport 1985!.
A similar format has been utilized for modeling dynamic ea
quake loads on buildings in codes and standards~e.g., ASCE
2002!. The ESWL for the total peak response can be express
a linear combination of the background and resonant loads, w
also offers convenient combination of wind load with other lo
for design considerations~Boggs and Peterka 1989; Chen a
Kareem 2001, 2004; Holmes 2002!.

In this paper, a framework for the analysis of 3D coup
dynamic response and evaluation of associated ESWLs on
ings are presented on the basis of wind loads derived thr
either synchronous scanning of pressures on building surfac
the HFFB measurements. The proposed framework takes in
count the correlation among wind loads in principle direct
and the intermodal coupling of modal response components
application of HFFB technique to buildings with 3D coup
modes is revisited by focusing on the evaluation of the gen
ized forces with mode shape corrections, the background
resonant response, and associated ESWLs. A tall building wit
mode shapes and closely spaced frequencies is used as
ample to discuss the coupled dynamic response and to de
strate the proposed framework.

Analysis of Coupled Response and Modeling
of Equivalent Static Wind Loads

In the following section, the analysis of the 3D coupled build

dynamic response and the modeling of ESWL associated with any

1072 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JULY 2005
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peak response of interest are presented. The wind loads c
derived from a multiple point synchronously scanned pres
field over a building model surface in a wind tunnel.

Mean and Background Responses

A building with 3D coupled mode shapes at a given wind sp
and direction is considered~Fig. 1!. The wind loads per un
height at the elevationz above the ground have mean compon

of P̄xszd , P̄yszd, andP̄uszd, and corresponding fluctuating comp
nents ofPxsz,td , Pysz,td, andPusz,td, along two orthogonal tran
lational primary axes,x and y, and about the vertical axis,z.
Consider a specific response of interest at a building elev
z0, Rstd, e.g., displacement, bending moment, shear force
other member forces. Its mean~static! and background~quasi-
static! components can be calculated by static and quasi-
analyses, and are expressed as

R̄=E
0

H

fmxszdP̄xszd + myszdP̄yszd + muszdP̄uszdgdz s1d

Rbstd =E
0

H

fmxszdPxsz,td + myszdPysz,td + muszdPusz,tdgdz s2d

where msszd ss=x,y,ud=influence function representing the
sponseR due to a unit load acting at the elevationz along s
direction; andH5building height.

The root-mean-square~RMS! background response is given

sRb

2 = o
s=x,y,u

o
l=x,y,u

E
0

H E
0

H

mssz1dmlsz2dRPsl
sz1,z2ddz1dz2 s3d

whereRPsl
sz1,z2d5covariance betweenPssz1,td andPlsz2,td, and

is related to their cross power spectra density~XPSD! function
SPsl

sz1,z2, fd by

RPsl
sz1,z2d =E

0

f8
SPsl

sz1,z2, fddf <E
0

`

SPsl
sz1,z2, fddf s4d

where f8ø f1, and f15first modal frequency of the building.

Resonant Response

The resonant response is calculated through the modal analy
retaining only the three fundamental modes in the primary d
tions with the assumption that the contribution from higher m
is negligible. Thej th generalized force is expressed as

Qjstd =E
0

H

fQ jxszdPxsz,td + Q jyszdPysz,td + Q juszdPusz,tdgdz

s5d

Fig. 1. Coordinate system and wind orientation
whereQ jsszd ss=x,y,ud= j th mode shapes j =1,2,3d.
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The power spectral density~PSD! function of Qjstd , SQjj
sfd,

and the XPSD betweenQjstd andQkstd , SQjk
sfd, are expressed

SQjj
sfd = o

s=x,y,u
o

l=x,y,u
E

0

H E
0

H

Q jssz1dQ jlsz2dSPsl
sz1,z2, fddz1dz2

s6d

SQjk
sfd = o

s=x,y,u
o

l=x,y,u
E

0

H E
0

H

Q jssz1dQklsz2dSPsl
sz1,z2, fddz1dz2

s7d

The RMS resonant component of thej th generalized displac
ment,sqjr

, is quantified as

sqjr

2 =E
f8

`

uHjsfdu2SQjj
sfddf <

1

Mj
2s2pf jd4

p

4j j
f jSQjj

sf jd s8d

Hjsfd =
1

Mjs2pf jd2f1 − sf/f jd2 + 2ij j f/f jg
s9d

Mj =E
0

H

fmszdQ jx
2 szd + mszdQ jy

2 szd + IszdQ ju
2 szdgdz s10d

whereMj , f j, andj j5j th generalized mass, frequency, and da
ing ratio ~including aerodynamic damping!; and mszd and
Iszd5mass and polar moment of inertia per unit height.

The covariance between thej th and kth resonant modal re
sponses,sqjkr

2 =sqkjr

2 is given by

sqjkr

2 = ReFE
f8

`

HjsfdHk
*sfdSQjk

sfddfG = r jkrsqjr
sqkr

s11d

where Re andp represent the real and complex conjugate op
tors, respectively;r jkr5the correlation coefficient for thej th and
kth resonant modal responses, which can be approximated
following expression whenf j and fk are close to each other:

r jkr = a jkrr jkr s12d

a jkr = RefsSQjk
sfdg/ÎSQjj

sfdSQkk
sfdu f=f j or fk

s13d

andr jkr is given in Der Kiureghian~1980!

r jkr =
8Îj jjksb jkj j + jkdb jk

3/2

s1 − b jk
2 d2 + 4j jjkb jks1 + b jk

2 d + 4sj j
2 + jk

2db jk
2 s14d

where b jk= f j / fk with r jkr s0ør jkr ø1d, r j jr =rkkr=1 and r jkr

=rkjr !1 whenf j and fk are well separated. It should be noted
in the case of seismic response of buildings with a single gr
motion input,a jkr is either +1 or −1 forj Þk depending upon th
sign of RefSQjk

sfdg at f j or fk. In general, −1øa jkr ø1. It is clear
that the correlation coefficient of modal responses depend
only on the modal frequencies and damping ratios, but also o
correlation/coherence of the associated generalized forces
important consideration for accurate utilization of the comp
quadratic combination~CQC! scheme has not been complet
recognized in the analysis of wind load effects on buildings
structures~e.g., Xie et al. 2003!.

Once the generalized displacement is quantified, the res

response of interest,Rrstd, is given by

JOUR
Rrstd = o
j=1

3

Rjrstd = o
j=1

3

G jqjrstd s15d

G j = s2pf jd2E
0

H

fmxszdmszdQ jxszd + myszdmszdQ jyszd

+ muszdIszdQ juszdgdz s16d

where Rjrstd=G jqjrstd5contribution of the j th mode to Rrstd;
G j5participation coefficient of thej th mode toRrstd, which rep-
resents the static response to thej th modal inertial load associat
with a unit generalized displacementssqjr

=1d.
The RMS resonant response,sRr

, is given by combining th
modal components using the CQC approach:

sRr

2 = o
j=1

3

o
k=1

3

sRjr
sRkr

r jkr = o
j=1

3

o
k=1

3

G jGksqjr
sqkr

r jkr s17d

When the modal frequencies are well separated, the interm
coupling among modal response components can be negl
i.e., r jkr =1 for j =k and r jkr =0 for j Þk. Consequently, in tha
case, the modal responses can be combined using the squa
of the sum of squares~SRSS! combination scheme.

Total Peak Response

The peak dynamic response,Rmax, can be obtained by combini
the background and resonant components:

Rmax= Îgb
2sRb

2 + gr
2sRr

2 s18d

wheregb and gr5peak factors for the background and reso
responses, generally ranging from 3 to 4.

The total peak response including the mean compone

equal toR̄±Rmax.

Background Equivalent Static Wind Load

Based on the LRC approach~Kasperski 1992; Holmes 2002!, a
3D BESWL for the peak background response,Rb max=gbsRb

, can
be expressed as

FeRbsszd =
gb

sRb

o
l=x,y,u

E
0

H

mlsz1dRPsl
sz,z1ddz1 ss= x,y,ud s19d

where FeRbsszd5BESWL component along s direction
ss=x,y,ud.

The LRC approach results in a most probable load distrib
for a given peak background response. However, a different
distribution corresponds to each response component, which
limit its potential attractiveness for possible adoption by de
standards or practice. An approximate modeling of the BES
based on the LRC approach for uncoupled buildings has
presented in Holmes~1996! by eliminating the effect of the influ
ence function of the response.

Chen and Kareem~2004! proposed the GLE approach
modeling BESWL for 3D excited buildings with uncoupled
sponse which eliminates the potential shortcoming of the
approach. This approach can be extended to general co
cases. The background response given in Eq.~3! can be repre
sented by

sRb

2 = o o sRbs8 sRbl8 Bsl s20d

s=x,y,u l=x,y,u

NAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JULY 2005 / 1073
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Bsl =E
0

H E
0

H

mssz1dmlsz2dRPsl
sz1,z2ddz1dz2/ssRbs8 sRbl8 d s21d

sRbs8 =E
0

H

msszdsPs
szddz s22d

where sRbs8 =response R to the static load sPs
szd; sPs

szd

=ÎRPss
sz,zd=the RMS value of wind load Psszd; and

Bsl=background factor representing the reduction effect with
gard to responseR due to loss of correlation in wind loads act
in s and l directions, which becomes unity when wind loads
fully correlated, i.e.,RPsl

sz1,z2d=sPs
sz1dsPl

sz2d.
Eq. ~20! can be rewritten as

gbsRb
= o

s=x,y,u
E

0

H

msszdFeRbs8 szddz s23d

that leads to BESWL given by

FeRbs8 szd = Febs8 szdWRbs s24d

Febs8 szd = gbsPs
szd s25d

WRbs = S o
l=x,y,u

BslsRbl
8 DY sRb

s26d

whereFebs8 szd5gust loading envelope ins direction ss=x,y,ud.
It is worth emphasizing that the GLE approach results

load distribution similar to the gust loading envelope for e
response component. When wind loads are fully correlated,
Bsl=1 andWRbs=1, which leads to the load distribution identi
to the gust loading envelope and to that given by the LRC
proach.

Resonant Equivalent Static Wind Load

The RESWL for the peak resonant response in thej th mode
Rjrmax=grsRjr

=grG jsqjr
, is given in terms of the modal inerti

load:

Fejrsszd = grs2pf jd2msszdQ jsszdsqjr
ss= x,y,ud s27d

wheremxszd=myszd=mszd andmuszd= Iszd.
The validity of the modal inertial loads can be simply re

firmed by substituting these force components in the follow
equation

grsRjr
=E

0

H

fmxszdFejrxszd + myszdFejryszd + muszdFejruszdgdz

s28d

The RESWL can also be expressed in a format that distrib
the base bending moments and torque over the building heig

Fejrsszd =
mszdQ jsszd

EH

mszdQ jsszdzdz

grsMjrs8 ss= x,yd s29d
0

1074 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JULY 2005
Fejruszd =
IszdQ juszd

E
0

H

IszdQ juszddz

grsMjru8 s30d

where sMjrs8 =G jMs
sqjr5RMS value of j th modal component o

resonant base bending moment or torqueMrs8 std ss=x,y,ud.

Total Equivalent Static Wind Load

The ESWL for the total peak responseRmax can be obtained by
linear combination of the BESWL and RESWL~Boggs and Pe
terka 1989; Chen and Kareem 2001, 2004; Holmes 2002!. Using
the BESWL based on the LRC approach, the ESWL is give

FeRsszd = WRb
FeRbsszd + o

j=1

3

WjRr
Fejrsszd ss= x,y,ud s31d

Using the BESWL based on the GLE approach, the ESW
given as

FeRsszd = WRbs8 Febs8 szd + o
j=1

3

WjRr
Fejrsszd ss= x,y,ud s32d

where the weighting factors are defined as

WRb
= gbsRb

/Rmax; WRbs8 = gbS o
l=x,y,u

sRbl8 BslDYRmax s33d

WjRr
= grSo

k=1

3

sRkr
r jkrDYRmax s34d

The validity of the preceding ESWL can be easily reaffirm
by

Rmax=E
0

H

smxszdFeRxszd + myszdFeRyszd + muszdFeRuszdddz

s35d

The total loading, including the mean load component, is e

to P̄sszd±FeRsszd ss=x,y,ud.

High-Frequency Force Balance Technique for
Buildings with Three-Dimensional Coupled Modes

The HFFB technique has been very effective in quantifying
eralized forces on tall buildings and structures with uncou
modes. The following section sheds light on the utilization
HFFB technique for buildings with 3D coupled modes by foc
ing on the estimation of generalized forces with mode shape
rections, analysis of coupled response, and modeling of ES

Generalized Forces

The HFFB technique is predicated on the estimation of the
eralized forces obtained from the measured base forces. Th
bending moments along axesx and y and torque aroundz,
Msstd ss=x,y,ud, can be expressed in terms of the dyna

wind loads as
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Msstd =E
0

H

mMs
szdPssz,tddz s36d

where mMx
szd=mMy

szd=z=influence functions for Mxstd and
Mystd, respectively; andmMu

szd=1=influence function forMustd.
On the other hand, thej th generalized force is given by

Qjstd = Qjxstd + Qjystd + Qjustd s37d

Qjsstd =E
0

H

Q jsszdPssz,tddz ss= x,y,ud s38d

It is obvious that when the building mode shape along
translational directions,Q jxszd andQ jyszd, vary linearly, the com
ponent in torsion,Q juszd, varies uniformly over the buildin
height, i.e.

Q jsszd = Q js0S z

H
D ss= x,yd; Q juszd = Q ju0 s39d

where Q js0 ss=x,y,ud=constants;Qjsstd is then directly deter
mined from the base forces as

Qjsstd =
Q js0

H
Msstd ss= x,yd; Qjustd = Q ju0Mustd s40d

or in terms of their power spectral density~PSDs! as

SQjs
sfd =

Q js0
2

H2 SMs
sfd ss= x,yd; SQju

sfd = Q ju0
2 SMu

sfd s41d

While some buildings may have mode shapes in the tra
tional directions that vary almost linearly over the build
height, the component in torsion generally differs distinctly fr
a uniform variation over building height. For a general 3D m
shape with nonlinear variations in the translational directions
nonuniform in torsion, the relationship betweenQjsstd and Msstd
can be defined by using their PSDs as

SQjs
sfd = h js

2 sfdSMs
sfd ss= x,y,ud s42d

whereh jssfd represents the mode shape correction that als
pends on the manner in which the mode shape is normalized
expressed in terms of the dynamic wind loads as

h js
2 sfd =

E
0

H E
0

H

Q jssz1dQ jssz2dSPss
sz1,z2, fddz1dz2

E
0

H E
0

H

mMs
sz1dmMs

sz2dSPss
sz1,z2, fddz1dz2

s43d

The XPSD between wind loads acting at different locat
but in the same direction are often assumed to be real-va
This results in a real-valued XPSD betweenQjsstd andMsstd and
real-valuedh jssfd ss=x,y,ud. Consequently, the XPSD betwe
Qjsstd and Qklstds j ,k=1,2,3; s, l =x,y,ud, SQjksl

sfd, can be ex
pressed in terms of the XPSD between the respective bas
mentsMsstd andMlstd ,SMsl

sfd, as

SQjksl
sfd = h jssfdhklsfdSMsl

sfd s44d

Accordingly, the PSD ofQjstd and the XPSD betweenQjstd and
Qkstd are given by

SQjj
sfd = o o h jssfdh jlsfdSMsl

sfd s45d

s=x,y,u l=x,y,u

JOUR
SQjk
sfd = o

s=x,y,u
o

l=x,y,u

h jssfdhklsfdSMsl
sfd s46d

It is noted that the XPSD of wind loads acting in differ
directions does not influence the mode shape corrections
mode shape corrections used in the case of 1D uncoupled m
are applicable to 3D coupled modes. The quantification of m
shape corrections has to rely on empirical correction or anal
formulations derived based on a presumed analytical wind
ing model~Vickery et al. 1985; Boggs and Peterka 1989; Xu
Kwok 1993; Zhou et al. 2002; Holmes et al. 2003; Chen
Kareem 2004!. For example, the XPSD of wind loads acting
the s direction Pssz1,td and Pssz2,td, SPss

sz1,z2, fd, and the com
ponent of thej th mode shape in thes direction are described b

SPss
sz1,z2, fd =

SPs0
sfd

H2 Sz1

H
DasSz2

H
Das

expS−
kzs f uz1 − z2u

UH
D

s47d

Q jsszd = Q js0S z

H
Dbs

s48d

Accordingly, the mode shape correction can be given by the
lowing closed-form expression~Chen and Kareem 2003!

h js = SQ js0

Hbs8
DS1 + as + bs8

1 + as + bs
DÎ1 + kzs fH/UH/s2.5 +bs8d

1 + kzs fH/UH/s2.5 +bsd

s49d

where SPs0
sfd5PSD of wind loads at the building heig

kzs5decay factor;UH5mean wind speed at the building to
as5exponent of wind load profile;bs5mode shape expone
bs8=1 whens=x or y; andbs8=0 whens=u. It can be shown tha
when kzs fH /UH→0, which corresponds to full coherence
wind loads, the mode shape correction is the same as sugge
Xu and Kwok ~1993! and discussed in Holmes et al.~2003!.

It should be noted that when the actual building mode sha
known and if it departs distinctly from a power law, fitting
mode shape in terms of a power law, in order to use the clo
form formulation of mode shape correction, may result in a
tional approximation. Therefore, it is suggested to directly q
tify the mode shape correction through a numerical calcul
based on its definition given by Eq.~43! and using an assum
loading model.

It is worth mentioning that when the frequency depen
mode shape corrections are simplified as independent o
quency, the equivalent time domain version of Eqs.~45! and~46!
can be expressed by~e.g., Irwin and Xie 1993; Holmes et
2003!

Qjstd = h jxMxstd + h jyMystd + h juMustd s50d

Dynamic Response and Equivalent Static Wind Load

The HFFB provides direct measurements of the background
bending moments and torque. However, other backgroun
sponse components need to be evaluated. While the backg
response is more likely to be contributed by higher mode
compared to the resonant response, it is still reasonable fo
buildings to assume that the contributions of higher modes to

the background and resonant responses are rather small. There-
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fore, both the background and resonant response componen
be approximately estimated by the modal analysis restricted
fundamental modes.

The background component of thej th generalized displac
ment,sqjb

, and the correlation coefficient for thej th andkth back-
ground modal responses,r jkb, are given by

sqjb
=

sQjj

Mjs2pf jd2 s51d

r jkb = sqjkb

2 /Îsqjb
sqkb

= sQjk

2 /ÎsQjj
sQkk

s52d

sQjk

2 =E
0

`

RefSQjk
sfdgdf s j ,k = 1,2,3d s53d

where sQjj

2 and sQjk

2 =variance ofQjstd and the covariance b

tweenQjstd andQkstd, respectively.
The background response can also be directly quan

from measured base bending moments and torque without
ducing any correction procedure. Based on the modal ana
the covariance of base bending moments and base to
sMsl

2 ss, l =x,y,ud, can be expressed in terms of the covarianc
the background modal response,sqjkb

2 s j ,k=1,2,3d, wheresqjjb

2

=sqjb

2 as

sMsl

2 = o
j=1

3

o
k=1

3

G jMs
GkMl

sqjkb

2 s54d

G jMs
= s2pf jd2E

0

H

mMs
msszdQ jsszddz s55d

Eq. ~54! can be expressed in the matrix format, which leads to
solution of fsqjkb

2 g by

fsqjkb

2 g = fG jMs
g−1fsMsl

2 gfG jMs
g−T s56d

The resonant modal response,sqjkr

2 s j ,k=1,2,3d, can be esti
mated using the framework discussed in preceding sections

The total peak dynamic response of interest,Rmax, is obtained
by combining the background and resonant response compo

Rmax=Îo
j=1

3

o
k=1

3

G jGksgb
2sqjkb

2 + gr
2sqjkr

2 d

=Îgo
j=1

3

o
k=1

3

G jGksqj
sqk

r jk s57d

sqj
= Îsqjb

2 + sqjr

2 s j = 1,2,3d s58d

r jk = sgb
2r jkbsqjb

sqkb
+ gr

2r jkrsqjr
sqkr

d/sgsqj
sqk

d s59d

The associated ESWL, including the background and reso
components, can be defined in terms of modal inertial lo
which may be represented by distributing the base bending
ments and torque associated with each mode over the bu

height.
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Application

Three-Dimensional Coupled Response

A tall building with eccentricity in the centers of mass and re
tance is taken as an example to discuss the coupled buildin
tion and the associated ESWLs. The building is 31 m squa
plan and 183 m tall with building density of 192 kg/m3. For the
purpose of illustration, it is assumed that the mass centers
floors lie on one vertical axis so that the eccentricity in the ce
of mass and resistance at each story level is the same. All
are assumed to have the same radius of gyration about the v
axis through the mass center~Fig. 2!. The equations of buildin
motion are given in the Appendix~e.g., Kareem 1985!.

The uncoupled building system~without eccentricity! has
fundamental frequencies of 0.2 Hz in two translational di
tions, and 0.30 Hz in torsion. The corresponding mode sh
follow power functions along the building height, i.e.,Cxszd
=Cyszd=Cuszd=sz/Hd1.2. The coupled building system h
the eccentricity asex/ r =ey/ r =−0.20, where ex and ey are
the distance between the mass and resistance centers
translational directions, andr =31/2/Î6=6.3278 m is the ra
dius of gyration. The presence of eccentricity results in
coupled mode shapes of vibration. The three fundamental m

Fig. 2. Building with idealized eccentricity

Fig. 3. Power spectral densities of measured base bending mo
and torque
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frequencies are 0.1941, 0.2000, and 0.3090 Hz. The c
sponding mode shapes aresQ jx Q jy Q j0d=sCxa jx Cya jy Cua jud
s j =1,2,3d with sa1x a1y ra1ud=s0.6929−0.6929−0.1997d,
sa2x a2y ra2ud=s0.7071 0.7071 0.0000d, and sa3x a3y ra3ud
=s0.1412−0.1412 0.9799d, respectively. The modal dampi
ratio for each mode is assumed to be 1%.

In this example, only the mean wind direction along axix,
i.e., normal to a face of the building, is considered. The m
wind speed at the building height varies between 35 to 60
The aeroelastic effects, if any, are neglected at this range of
speeds. Fig. 3 shows the PSDs of the measured base b
moments,Mxstd and Mystd, and torque,Mustd, using the HFFB
technique in an urban boundary layer flow~Kijewski and Kareem
1998!. The wind tunnel test data suggested almost negligible
relation betweenMxstd and Mystd and relatively high correlatio
betweenMystd and Mustd. For the sake of illustration, the corr

Table 1. Contributions of Modal Inertial Loads~Building without Ecce

Mode 1 Mode 2

sR1
=G1sq1

sR2
=G2sq2

Mx8 s106 KN md 0.7790 0

My8 s106 KN md 0 2.2297

Fx8 s104 KNd 0.6149 0

Fy8 s104 KNd 0 1.7599

Mu8 s104 KN md 0 0

r1,2=r2,1=0; r1,3=r3,1=0; r2,3=r3,2=0.0609

Fig. 4. Influence of eccentricity on the building response:~a!
alongwind accelerations;~b! acrosswind accelerations;~c! torsiona
acceleration; and~d! base bending moments and torque
Note: CQC5Complete quadratic combination; SRSS5Square root of the sum

JOUR
g

lation coefficient betweenMystd and Mustd is taken as 0.7, i.e
sMyu

2 =0.7sMy
sMu

, and their XPSD is given bySMyu
sfd

=0.7ÎSMy
sfdSMu

sfd. The generalized forces associated with
mode shapes can be quantified through measured base b
moments and torque as

SQjk
sfd = o

s=x,y,u
o

l=x,y,u

a jsaklh jssfdhklsfdSMsl
sfd s j ,k = 1,2,3d

s60d

where the mode shape corrections,h jssfd s j =1,2,3;s=x,y,ud,
are determined according to Eq.~49! for the case of high corr
lation skzsfH /UH=0d with Q js0=1 andbs=1.2 andas assumed t
be 0.3. This results inh jx=h jy=0.92/H andh ju=0.52.

Both the background and resonant response componen
calculated by modal analysis and the response is reported h
the total response. The response components considered
alongwind and acrosswind accelerations at the top of the bu
at the following locations: top center, Point 0,sx0,y0d=s0,0d; top
corner, Point 1,sx1,y1d=sB/2 ,B/2d; top corner, Point 2,sx2,y2d
=s−B/2 ,−B/2d, which are later referred to asax0 anday0,ax1 and
ay1, andax2 anday2, respectively. The torsional acceleration at
building top referred to asau, alongwind and acrosswind ba
bending moment responsesMx8 andMy8, base shear forcesFx8 and
Fy8, and the base torque responseMu8 are also calculated. All tho
response components are easily calculated in terms of the
response. For example, the alongwind acceleration at Point
the alongwind base bending moment are quantified as

sax1

2 = o
j=1

3

o
k=1

3

s2pf jd2s2pfkd2sa jx − a juB/2dsakx − akuB/2dsqj
sqk

r jk

s61d

sMx8
2 =

m2H4

3.2 o
j=1

3

o
k=1

3

s2pf jd2s2pfkd2a jxakxsqj
sqk

r jk s62d

where sqj
5RMS value of the j th modal response; an

r jk5correlation coefficient between thej th andkth modes.
In Fig. 4, the predicted response of the building with and w

out eccentricity between the mass and resistance centers is s
which highlights the influence of eccentricity on the building
sponse. Selected results for the wind speed of 60 m/s are
marized in Tables 1 and 2. Without the eccentricity, the along
accelerations at two corners are equal, but greater than th
sponse at the center due to the added contribution of the tor
response. The acrosswind response is greater than the alon
component. The torsional motion provides slightly different le
of contribution to the acrosswind responses at the two cor
which is attributed to the correlation between the acrosswind

Mode 3 Total~CQC! Total ~SRSS!

sR3
=G3sq3

sR sR

0 0.7790 0.7790

0 2.2297 2.2297

0 0.6149 0.6149

0 1.7599 1.7599

3.3593 3.3593 3.3593
ntricity!
of squares.
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torsional loads. The presence of eccentricity significantly am
fies the alongwind responses at Points 0 and 1, while the a
wind response at Point 2 remains almost the same as fo
building without eccentricity. The eccentricity results in a
crease in the acrosswind response at Point 0 while the acros
response at Point 1 increases. The acrosswind response at
is remarkably decreased. Similar observations regarding th
placements were made but are not presented here for b
Accordingly, the eccentricity results in apparent increase in
alongwind base bending moment and a slight decrease i
acrosswind base bending moment. The torsional acceleratio
base torque, which are mainly contributed by the third mode
acterized by the dominant torsional motion, remain almos
same as the building without eccentricity. However, the torsi
displacement is significantly amplified which is primarily cont
uted by the first mode as the contribution from the third m
decreases~see Tables 1 and 2 forMu8!.

A comparison between the base bending moments and t
with and without taking into account the correlation of mo
responses, which correspond to the CQC and SRSS combi
schemes, respectively, is presented in Fig. 5. At the wind spe
60 m/s, the correlation coefficients for the building with ecc
tricity are r1,2=r2,1=−0.2532, r1,3=r3,1=−0.0591, r2,3=r3,2

=0.0603, which are calculated based on Eq.~11! over the fre
quency range from 0 to +̀. Eqs. ~12!, ~52!, and ~59! result in
almost the equal estimate ofr1,2, but may not provide accura
estimations ofr1,3 and r2,3, due to their well separated freque
cies. Nevertheless, those values are very small and therefor
be simply assumed as zero. The correlation between the firs
second modal response results in a slight decrease in the

Table 2. Contributions of Modal Inertial Loads~Building with Eccentr

Mode 1 Mode 2

sR1
=G1sq1

sR2
=G2sq2

Mx8 s106 KN md 1.3206 1.1809

My8 s106 KN md −1.3206 1.1809

Fx8 s104 KNd 1.0424 0.9321

Fy8 s104 KNd −1.0424 0.9321

Mu8 s104 KN md −1.9013 0

r1,2=r2,1=−0.2532;r1,3=r3,1=−0.0591;r2,3=r3,2=0.0603

Note: CQC5Complete quadratic combination: SRSS5Square root of th

Fig. 5. Influence of correlation among modal responses
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wind response and an increase in acrosswind response, w
the base torque, mainly contributed by the third mode, rem
almost unchanged.

Fig. 6 shows the influence of cross-correlation of wind lo
acting in different directions on the building response. In
example, only the cross-correlation between the acrosswin
torsion is considered. Results show that cross-correlation of
loads does not introduce a significant influence on the resp
This observation may not be necessarily true for other win
rections in which wind loads acting in different directions m
become strongly correlated.

The background response components are shown in F
The solid lines show the results based on the proposed sc
that are directly derived from the measured base forces wi
any correction procedure. It is noteworthy that the prop
scheme provides exact predictions of the base bending mo
and torque. The dots show the results based on the modal an
which entails calculation of the generalized forces involv
modal shape correction procedure. It is clear that due to th
troduction of mode shape corrections, which are less than un
this example, the predicted values based on the generalized
are less than the measured ones, particularly for the tors
response.

In Fig. 8, the ratio of the RMS background response to
total response is shown. The ratio decreases with an incre
the wind speed. It is also noted that the background resp
contributes more to the torsional response as compared
alongwind and acrosswind response components. The prec
trend of reduction in the background response can be app
mately identified by examining the PSDs of the measured

Mode 3 Total~CQC! Total ~SRSS!

sR3
=G3sq3

sR sR

0.0751 1.5341 1.7732

−0.0751 1.9778 1.7732

0.0592 1.2108 1.3996

−0.0592 1.5611 1.3996

2.6010 3.3113 3.2219

of squares.

Fig. 6. Influence of cross correlation of wind loads acting in diffe
directions
icity!

e sum
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forces, which represent the generalized forces. For exampl
reduced frequencies for the fundamental modes in this exa
are 0.1719, 0.1771, and 0.2737 at wind speed of 35 m/s
0.1000, 0.1030, and 0.1597 at 60 m/s. With the increase in
speed, the reduced frequency decreases and the normalize
plitudes of the PSD at the modal frequencies increase con
tantly, which results in higher contributions to the resonan
sponse as compared to the background response. It sho
mentioned that these ratios will also depend on the modal d
ing of the building as well.

Equivalent Static Wind Loads

The peak modal inertial loading for the three fundamental mo
Fejsszd ss=x,y,u ; j =1,2,3d with a peak factor of 3.5, which in
clude both the background and resonant components, are
in Fig. 9. The alongwind and acrosswind loads are express
terms of load per unit height, whereas the torque is given in t
of torque per unit height divided by the radius of gyration. Th
loads are the same as those obtained by distributing the
bending moments and torque over the building height in
fundamental mode. The ESWL for any peak response of int
can be expressed in terms of a linear combination of these
distributions.

The weighting factors of the peak modal inertial loads
selected response components are summarized in Table 3,
are calculated based on the proposed framework. For exa
regarding the alongwind base bending moment, the weig
factor of the first modal inertial load is calculated asW1

=fs1.3206+1.1809s−0.2532d+0.0751s−0.0591dg /1.5341=0.6630
for the case with modal coupling, andW1=1.3206/1.773
=0.7448 for the case without modal coupling. The ESWL w
modal coupling is then given by

Fesszd = 0.6630Fe1sszd + 0.5548Fe2sszd + 0.0445Fe3sszd

ss= x,y,ud s63d

Using the methodology presented in this study, the ESWL
any peak response can be conveniently determined for imme
applications to building design.

Concluding Remarks

The analysis of 3D coupled response and the quantificatio

Fig. 7. Comparison of background response
ESWL for a given peak response of buildings with 3D coupled

JOUR
-

mode shapes of vibration were presented. In this contex
spatiotemporally varying dynamic wind loads may be der
through multiple point synchronous scanning of pressures o
building model surface. Both the cross correlation of wind lo
acting in different directions and intermodal coupling am
modal response components were taken into consideration
analysis of response and modeling of ESWL. The ESWL
expressed as a linear combination of the background and res
loads characterized by fluctuating wind loads and inertial loa
fundamental modes of vibration. The background load, base
the gust loading envelope, offered a very convenient and p
cally meaningful description with an advantage over the L
approach, which results in a unique spatial load distribution
each response component. The modeling of ESWL for spatio
porally varying dynamic wind loads is not only very attractive
simplifying wind loads in building codes and standards, but
serves as a valuable framework for direct utilization of wind
nel data for design application. The ESWL permits a relati
simple static analysis for response estimates.

The HFFB technique, primarily suitable for buildings with
uncoupled modes, was considered here for buildings with
coupled modes. The estimation of the generalized forces a
ated with 3D coupled modes with mode shape corrections
examined. It was noted that the mode shape corrections us
the case of uncoupled modes can be applied to coupled m
following the proposed methodology. A new scheme was
sented for quantifying the background response by directly u
the measured base forces without introducing any correction
cedure. This scheme was predicated on the assumption th
background response of tall buildings is mainly contributed
their fundamental modes. Both the background and res
ESWL distributions can be expressed in terms of modal ine
loads, which can be viewed as the base bending moment
torque in each mode distributed over the building height.

The predicted coupled response of an example tall bui
with eccentric structural system in terms of noncoincident ce
of mass and resistance demonstrated the influence of eccen
on building response to winds. The eccentricity resulted i
apparent increase in the alongwind base bending moment w
slight decrease in the acrosswind base bending moment. Th
torque remained almost the same, which is primarily contrib
by the fundamental mode dominated by the torsional motion
example also showed that the cross correlation betwee
acrosswind and torsional wind loads and intermodal couplin
modal responses did not significantly influence the respons

Fig. 8. Ratio of background to total response
these features may have marked influence on the response in
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other wind directions or for different building dynamic charac
istics. Different response components exhibited a distinct
for a given eccentricity. The example also illustrated the pr
dure for evaluating the 3D building response and assoc
ESWL derived from the measured base forces. The prop
framework presented here has an immediate design appli
for buildings with 3D coupled modes based on either the syn
nously scanned pressures on building surfaces or the HFFB
surements.
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:a! Mode 1; ~b! Mode 2; and~c! Mode 3
Table 3. Weighting Factors of Modal Inertial Loads

With modal coupling~CQC! Without modal coupling~SRSS!

W1 W2 W3 W1 W2 W3

Mx8 0.6630 0.5548 0.0445 0.7448 0.6660 0.04
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Fx8 0.6630 0.5548 0.0445 0.7448 0.6660 0.04

Fy8 −0.8167 0.7639 0.0375 −0.7448 0.6660 −0.04

Mu8 −0.6206 0 0.8194 −0.5901 0 0.807

Note: CQC5Complete quadratic combination; SRSS5Square root of th
Fig. 9. Peak modal inertial load distributions~
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Appendix. Equations of Motion for a Building
with Eccentricity

It is assumed that the mass centers of all floors lie on one ve
axis so that the eccentricity between the centers of mass
resistance at each story level is the same and all floors hav
same radius of gyration about the vertical axis through the
center~Fig. 2!. The origin of the coordinate system for buildi
motions is defined at the mass center of the building. Only
coupling among the fundamental modes in the three primar
rections are considered. The mode shapes of the uncoupled
ing system are denoted asCxszd ,Cyszd, andCuszd, for each fun
damental mode. Expressing the coupled response of the bu
system in terms of the mode shapes of the uncoupled bu
system asXszd=Cxszdax, Yszd=Cyszday and Qszd=Cuszdau, the
equations of motion of the building excluding the building da
ing can be expressed as~e.g., Kareem 1985!

M 0q̈0 + K 0q0 = Q0 s64d

M 0 = 3m0 0 0

0 m0 0

0 0 m0
4 ; K 0 = 3 Kx 0 − ey/rKx

0 Ky ex/rKy

− ey/rKx ex/rKy Ku

4;

s65d

q0 = sax ay rau dT; Q0 = sQx Qy Qu/r dT s66d

m0 =E
0

H

Cx
2szdmszddz=E

0

H

Cy
2szdmszddz=E

0

H

Cu
2szdIszddz/r2

s67d

Kx = m0vx
2; Kx = m0vy

2; Ku = m0svu
2 + ey

2/r2vx
2 + ey

2/r2vy
2d

s68d

Qs =E
0

H

CsszdPsszddz ss= x,y,ud s69d

wheremszd and Iszd=r2mszd=mass and polar moment of iner
per unit height;vs ss=x,y,ud5fundamental modal frequencies
the uncoupled building system;r5radius of gyration; andex and
ey5distances between the centers of mass and resistance inx and
y directions.

By expressingq0 as

q0 = o
j=1,2,3

Y jqj = Yq s70d

q = sq1 q2 q3 dT; Y = fY1 Y2 Y3 g;

Y j = sa jx a jy ra ju dT s71d

whereY j satisfies the following eigenvalue problem

s− v j
2M 0 + K 0dY j = 0 s72d

then the equations of building motion can be described in
following uncoupled equations including the modal damping t
in terms of the generalized modal coordinatesqstd as

Mq̈ + Cq̇ + Kq = Q s73d

M = diagfmjg; C = diagf2j jmjv jg; K = diagfmjv
2g s74d
j

JOUR
-

mj = sa jx
2 + a jy

2 + sra jud2dm0; Qj = a jxQx + a jyQy + sra judQu/r

s75d

wheremj , j j , v j, and Qj5j th generalized mass, damping ra
frequency, and force~j =1,2,3!; a jx , a jy, and ra ju= j th mode
shape in terms of coordinatesax, ay and rau; and accordingl
sQ jx Q jy Qu d=sCxa jx Cya jy rCua ju d= j th mode shape i
the physical coordinates.
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